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Assessment defines what students regard 

as important, how they spend their time 

and how they come to see themselves as 

students and then as graduates

. . . If you want to change student learning 

then change the methods of assessment. 

(Brown, 1997)
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“ Assessment drives learning” 
Several authors

Assessment catalyses learning

What you value, you assess; what you do 

not assess, your students do not value
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Assessing: alignment

Learning 
outcomes

Learning 
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…
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Leo Lioni 1970

“I have seen so much of this world —hopped here, 

hopped there …,” said the frog “ and seen 

extraordinary things.”

“Can you give me an example?” the fish asked.

“Cow,” the frog said mysteriously. “Cows!” And told the 

fish about their 4 legs, the black spots, the horns…”

The fish got the picture!...
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Biochemistry and molecular biology education 30, pp. 93–97, 2002

a) Describe everything you think this diagram 

represents or shows.

b) Is there anything in the diagram that you don’t 

understand or find confusing? If so specify

With the aid of separate sketches, explain which part

of the diagram represents: i) the antibody; ii) the 

antigen

d) What do the various black lines on the diagram 

represent?

e) What do the colored areas represent?

f) How do the colored areas relate to the black lines 

on the diagram?

g) Use the diagram to explain what happens to the 

antigen after it has bound to the antibody.
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Biochemistry and molecular biology education 30, pp. 93–97, 2002

a) Describe everything you think this diagram 

represents or shows.

“Antigen entering the Antibody . Shows the 

pathway on which the antigen goes through. 

The V region first, then the C region.” 

(Response to probe a).

Interviewer .. points to antigen.

Student (S): Related to this . . . mmmm . . . I think 

it (antigen) goes straight and breaks those two 

strands (S-S bonds).

“The diagram is trying to represent . . Regions 

where an antigen may attack.”
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Biochemistry and molecular biology education 30, pp. 93–97, 2002

a) Describe everything you think this diagram 

represents or shows.

“Cell (C), cell division takes place, two cells (V) are 

formed. Cell C old mature structure attaches 2 

cells with black lines or bonds. Young 

immature cells (V) are attacked by Ag.”
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Biochemistry and molecular biology education 30, pp. 93–97, 2002

a) Describe everything you think this diagram 

represents or shows.

“Black lines (are) some form of bond or 

attachment

holding the three cells together, blood cells, 

biconcave type

shape.” 
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Biochemistry and molecular biology education 30, pp. 93–97, 2002

a) Describe everything you think this diagram 

represents or shows.

“Structure of DNA as it unfolds due to RNA 

interpretation of the DNA template. Ag is (a) 

protein molecule that is

required according to the nitrogen base pairing of 

both the DNA and RNA. The whole process 

occurs in macrophages

which are represented/shown by circles.”

“DNA molecule replication, where the Ag bind(s) 

to the DNA molecule.”
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Knowledge is constructed in the 

mind of the learner by the 

learner

G. Bodner (1986). 

Constructivism: a  theory of knowledge. 

J. Chemical Education, 63, 873-878.
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Assessment: our responsibility
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Assessing: constructive alignment

Learning 
outcomes

Assessment 
strategies

Learning 
activities
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new

cycle

…
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Commonly, every four to six weeks 

throughout the four years of medical school, 

a student will sit for a high-stakes one- or 

two-hour examination composed of 50 or 

more questions. 

From: Jozefowicz: Acad Med, Volume 77(2).February 2002.156–161 (link)

Paradoxically, all too often these critical 

examinations are written and assembled 

at the last minute. 

15
From: Jozefowicz: Acad Med, Volume 77(2).February 2002.156–161

Furthermore, by the time the questions 

have been assembled from the half 

dozen or more instructors who taught 

the course, there is inadequate 

opportunity to review the submitted 

questions or evaluate the examination 

for balance and overall quality.
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Assessing: alignment

Formative: 

constructive 

alignment

Summative: -

Source: http://elearning.heacademy.ac.uk/weblogs/pathfinder/?p=184

A workshop on protein structure

Learning 
outcomes

Assessment 
strategies

Learning 
activities

What to teach?

How to assess?

The role of IT?

Transfer of learning

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION 

The process and the effective extent to which past 

experiences (also referred to as the transfer 

source) affect learning and performance in a 

current novel situation (the transfer target) (Ellis, 

1965; Woodworth, 1938). 

This, however, is usually where the general 

consensus between various research approaches 

ends.

Source: wikipedia, Sept 12th 2010
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Medical Education: an excellent 
source

A workshop on protein structure

Workshop

outcomes

• A list of “unmissable” proteins to 
use in an intro course

• A map of the important learning 
outcomes on our topic by the end 
of the workshop

• Items to use in assessments

• A community that writes/ shares 
items?

A workshop on protein structure

Meet your 
group

Identify your spokesperson:

1. What and who do you teach?

2. What protein related teaching do/will 

you do/ would you like to?

3. Which visualization tools do you 

use/consider using in teaching? 

4. What does your assessment look 

like?
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unknown author

Minds are like parachutes...

they only work when they are open
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From our students’ point of view, 

assessment always defines the actual 

curriculum.(Ramsden, 1992)

Assessment defines what students regard 

as important, how they spend their time 

and how they come to see themselves as 

students and then as graduates

. . . If you want to change student learning 

then change the methods of assessment. 

(Brown, 1997)
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Assessing: alignment

Formative: 

constructive 

alignment

Summative: -

Source: http://arc.caut.hku.hk/ConsAlign.html


